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iSYFIX® Sim Card Adapter Kit 

 The iSYFIX® SIM Adapter Kit help you to convert a Nano sim card into a micro sim or a standard sim card, 
and a micro sim card into a standard sim card size for any cell phone or tablet. 

 It is completely reversible, very handy to switch easily the sim card between different devices, cell 
phones or tablet. 

 Super easy installation, only take seconds. No tools required.  

 One SIM card for all your mobile phones, smartphone or tablet. 

Cautions and recommendations, PLEASE READ THIS FIRST: 

1. Never insert an empty sim adapter into the phone, doing so could cause a permanent damage to the 

internal sim pins of the phone. 

2. For best fitting it is recomended to use only manufacturer cut sim cards. 

3. Make sure that the sim card is not protruding from the adapter. 

4. This is not a memory card adapter, it will only work with phone SIM cards. 

5. With this adapter a sim card can only be converted in a larger physical size and not a smaller size. 

Therefore a Micro SIM cannot be converted to a Nano SIM, and a SIM cannot be converted to a Micro SIM 

or a Nano SIM. 

Fitting Scenarios: 

Sometimes there are small variations in the sizes of the sim cards, if that is the case keep reading. 

1. The SIM card fits perfect, you don´t need to do anything else, just insert the sim card adapter along with 

your SIM into the phone. 

2. The SIM card is a little bit larger than the SIM adapter cavity. If that is the case you need to adjust the SIM 

card size using gently a nail sand on the edges of the sim card until you get a snug fit and the adapter holds 

firmly the SIM card. 

3. The SIM card is Smaller than the SIM adapter cavity and the SIM card falls freely from the adapter. If this 

is the case you will need to apply a tiny drop of glue to fix the SIM card position (i.e. a tiny drop of locktite 

or other instant glue) in to the adapter.  

IMPORTANT: NEVER insert the adapter in the phone if the SIM card is loose and/or falls freely. Doing 

so can cause damage to the phone and the adapter could get stuck inside. 

 

Troubleshooting  

In the case that the sim adapter get stuck inside the phone you will need a thin but rigid plastic film (Like photo 

negative film or a thin plastic packaging stripe). 

Cut the plastic film in a manner that you can slide it along with the sim tray, gently push the film until the sim tray 

is released, do not force the sim tray, that could damage the phone. 

For better reference please see the following video: https://youtu.be/lEYXWtWUQHs 
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